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GUEST SESSION: BRIG N K BHATIA
It is beyond any doubt that the Defence Forces are the most organized and well managed
organizations. What can be better for a management student than to be able to witness an
officer shower upon them unfathomable acumen of his experience in the elite Indian Army?
On 16 Jan 2020, AIMT conducted an hour long guest session on management lessons and
techniques for the students by Brig N K Bhatia Sena Medal. The speaker was commissioned
in 1981 in Mechanised Infantry and later was transferred to the Military Intelligence Corps.
He is a freelance commentator on strategic affairs in India’s western neighbourhood, post
retirement.
The session focussed on the basic management principles and their real life applications. The
major dilemma of morality & ethics existing in today’s scenario was also addressed in detail.
The interactive talk was filled with real life examples, questions from the students and an
insight into what the students must do.
The session also reiterated Mahatma Gandhi’s famous philosophy of means and ends and ‘be
the change you want to see in the world’. The knowledgeable session also touched upon the
prevailing geo-political tensionsin the world. The guest addressed the inquisitive questions
put forth by the students regarding Iran – US relations, its strategic significance and
economic effects.
An interview clip of Brig Bhatia commenting on geo political situations was also played
towards the end of the session adding to the intellectual bank of the students.
Prizes were also distributed to the winners of poster making competition conducted on Army
Day by the guest. Students received monetary rewards of Rs 1000 & 600 in appreciation of
their creative work of art.
The session ended with vote of thanks by Director AIMTCdr. Dr Vivek Chawla where in the
Director reiterated the values imparted by the guest speaker Brig N K Bhatiawhile the
audience was left with imprints of the valuable session.

